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…behind the frame of a window that takes me away in my lonely nights… 

…behind the frame of a garden that (re)presents my far far past… 

…behind the frame of a cage that beholds my envision like the breath of a bird… 

…behind the frame of a dream that withdraws my truth and gone with the sin… 

…behind… 

…behind these frames and others, me do not think of my loneliness…though [me think of] my 

hometown…  

 
hometown x 2 (hometown times two)hometown x 2 (hometown times two)hometown x 2 (hometown times two)hometown x 2 (hometown times two)    is an experimental though professional collection of 

photos by Bamshad Houshyani (30, Persian). Born in Dubai, raised in Tehran, studied in northern part 

of Iran, traveled all around the country and on top of all, being in love with his country, makes it 

extremely difficult for Bamshad to name a place as his “hometown”. Living in Utrecht for more than 

three years, has added another hometown to his list. Nevertheless, he believes: “Wherever I am, let me 

be; the sky is mine!”
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. hometown x 2hometown x 2hometown x 2hometown x 2    is Bamshad’s framing of time and space: “time” when he felt 

at home; “space” where he felt as home.   

 

…and through “the” frame, me see myself embraced, baptized by the illusion of being with you...my 

existence is immersed in yours…you my hometown…
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The pictures in this exhibition are for sale.  

 

                                                
1 Renewable Energy expert at Climate Focus b.v. b.houshyani@gmail.com, http://www.flickr.com/bamshad 
2 Master student in Gender Studies at Utrecht University dehban.s@gmail.com 
3
 S. Sepeheri (1928-1980), Persian Poet and Painter 
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 This text is inspired by a poem by N.Mirbaha.  


